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ABSTRACT

In many applications in Computer Aided Engineering, like parametric studies, structural optimization or virtual material design, a large number of almost similar models have to be simulated. Although the individual scenarios may differ only marginally in both space and time, the same effort is invested for every single new simulation with no account for experience and knowledge from previous simulations. Therefore, we have developed a method that combines Model Order Reduction (MOR), surrogate modeling and the reuse of simulation data, thus exploiting knowledge from previous simulation runs to accelerate computations in multi-query contexts. MOR allows reducing model fidelity in space and time without significantly deteriorating accuracy. By reusing simulation data, a predictor or preconditioner can be obtained from a learned surrogate model to be used in subsequent simulations.

The efficiency of the method is showcased by the exact computation of critical points encountered in nonlinear structural analysis, such as limit and bifurcation points, by the method of extended systems [1] for systems that depend on a set of design parameters, like material or geometric properties. Such critical points are of utmost engineering significance due to the special characteristics of the structural behavior in their vicinity. Using classical reanalysis methods, like the fold line analysis [2], the computation of critical points of almost similar systems can be accelerated. This technology is limited, however, by the fact that only small parameter variations are possible. Otherwise, the algorithm may not converge to the correct solution or fail to converge. The newly developed data-based “reduced model reanalysis” method overcomes this limitation. Thus, a larger parameter space can be covered. The efficiency of this method is demonstrated for a couple of numerical examples, including standard and isogeometric finite element models. In addition, an adaptive time-stepping method has been developed that allows more efficient data generation for the surrogate model during the offline phase.
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